BEAR FAMILY DOLL
FINISHED SIZE
BIG: 16 1/2” TALL (EARS NOT MEASURED)
SMALL: 9” TALL (EARS NOT MEASURED)

Introducing the Bear Family! Our newest addition to
our collection of dolls; with four additional accessory
patterns for each of family member! These cuddly bears
are a MUST for children in love with soft dolls. Most
importantly you can easily make this quickly and a make
a big family of teddy bears! An effortless yet meaningful
companion for your child! Make the Bear Family and gift
it to your special little one!

BEAR FAMILY DOLL
FINISHED SIZE
SMALL BEAR: 9” TALL (EARS NOT MEASURED)
BIG BEAR: 16 1/2” TALL (EARS NOT MEASURED)
Introducing the Bear Family! Our newest addition to our collection of dolls; with four additional accessory patterns for
each of family member! These cuddly bears are a MUST for children in love with soft dolls. Most importantly you can
easily make this quickly and a make a big family of teddy bears! An effortless yet meaningful companion for your child!
Make the Bear Family and gift it to your special little one! Designer’s Review

MATERIAL LIST (FOR ONE BEAR)
FABRIC (BODY)

OTHERS

(1) Fat quarter for body - 44” wide medium or light
weight cotton, linen

All-purpose thread
Quilting thread
Embroidery flosses
- DMC 3354 light dusty rose for pink cheek (mon,
girl) or DMC 3863 Mocha Beige (dad, boy)
- DMC 801 coffee brown for eyes, nose, and lips
- DMC 433 brown for fur line
Polyester fiberfill
(1) 2” Wide, ¾ to 1” height tag (optional)
Water erasable fabric marking pen
Light Box or Tracing Paper

FABRIC (SCARVES, NECKTIE)
(1/4) Yard for necktie or big triangular scarf (big
bear) - 44” wide medium or light weight cotton, linen
(1) 14” Width X 2” Height for small scarf (small
bear)- jersey
(1) 9” Width X 3” Height for small Triangular scarf
(small bear) - jersey

FELT
(1) 4” Width X 5” Height for snout and back opening
cover
NOTE:
*CAUTION: Small children may choke on beads and
other small pieces if they come loose.
TOOL LIST
* All units are in inches.
Ruler, Scissors, Chalk pencil, Pencil, Pins, Needle,
* All seam allowances are 3/8”
Embroidery needle, 4” or Longer doll making Needle,
unless specified otherwise
Shape tool, Sewing machine, Forceps, 5”-6” (12.5cm** After printing the pattern and taping the pieces
15cm) Embroidery Hoop
together, please follow the reference the provided size
guide (3" or 5"). If the pattern fits inside a single page
of letter and/or A4 paper then taping is not required.
© 2018 Copyright of ithinksew.com
** Patterns marked as A4 are for users who utilize the
Personal use only.
A4 standard paper size. If the pattern fits inside a
single page of letter and/or A4 paper then a separate
A4 size file is not included, as the pattern will work
with both paper sizes
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